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Active gathering and interpretation of data related to threats to human and
animal health delivers faster early warning and situational awareness.
-R ER IVE SJ MRGVIEWIH KPSFEPMWEXMSR TYFPMG LIEPXL
and surveillance are playing an increased role in bioWIGYVMX] 4VSXIGXMRKYWJVSQXLISYXFVIEOSJHMWIEWI
has become an increasingly hot topic in healthcare
circles and is a focus for major investment. As part
of global and national health security systems, public
health surveillance is widely used for such activities as
detecting new cases; estimating impact; modelling the
spread of diseases; evaluating prevention and control
measures; and strategic prevention planning. To
achieve these ambitious objectives involves ongoing
and systematic collection, analysis, interpretation
and dissemination of a mass of health-related data
SR XLI TSTYPEXMSR %R IQIVKMRK ½IPH ORS[R EW
bio-surveillance, has involved the expansion of the
traditional public health surveillance into detecting
and predicting bio-terrorist threats and disease
SYXFVIEOWMRERMQEPWERHTPERXW8LMWMWJEVJVSQIEW]
and, as the world becomes more susceptible to
the rapid spread of epidemics and pandemics, we
JEGIEGLEPPIRKILMKLPMKLXIHF].EGO0SVHMRLMWZMI[
on the future of health – namely, that ‘our ability to
achieve global bio-surveillance for disease is limited
because of unequal infrastructure, inadequate local
MRZIWXQIRXW ERH SRP] PMQMXIH KPSFEP GSSTIVEXMSR´
7YGGIWWJYPP]HIPMZIVMRKERHSTIVEXMRKEVIPMEFPIFMS
surveillance system demands not just an alignment of
multiple sources of data but the analytical capability
XSQEOIWIRWISJXLIHEXEERHLMKLPMKLXXLIGVMXMGEP
patterns for disease detection and prevention. With

Protecting us from the outbreak of
disease has become an increasingly hot
topic in healthcare circles.
global health security increasingly high on national
agendas, many across the healthcare system see
bio-surveillance as a priority and one that could be
fundamental in changing how we deal with public
health in the future.
&MSWYVZIMPPERGIMWTVIWIRXP]HI½RIHEW³EW]WXIQEXMG
process that monitors the environment for
bacteria, viruses, and other biological agents that
cause disease; detects disease in people, plants,
or animals caused by those agents; and detects
ERH GLEVEGXIVMWIW SYXFVIEOW SJ WYGL HMWIEWI´ -X MW
a continuous process that encompasses not just
data collection from myriad sources but also rapid,
MRXIPPMKIRXEREP]WMWERHMRXIVTVIXEXMSR-XMWF]MXWZIV]
nature multidisciplinary, multi-organisational, data
MRXIRWMZI XMQI GVMXMGEP ORS[PIHKI MRXIRWMZI ERH
highly complex. As such, being able to bring together
all the necessary ingredients in an effective manner
is seen by many as one of the biggest challenges
XLEX [I GYVVIRXP] JEGI -QTVSZMRK XLI IJJIGXMZIRIWW
of bio-surveillance programmes and the use of new
technologies to enhance data collection and analysis
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One major technological advance is the
WTVIEHSJ(2%½RKIVTVMRXMRKFI]SRH
GVMQI½KLXMRKMRXSXLIXVEGOMRKERH
detection of potentially harmful strains
in bacteria, plants and animals.
are therefore high on the list of imperatives for many
public health systems. Therefore, in recent years,
SVKERMWEXMSRWWYGLXLI97FEWIH'IRXIVJSV(MWIEWI
'SRXVSP '(' LEZIFIIRMRZIWXMRKMRTVSNIGXWPMOI
&MS7IRWI[LMGLMW³HIWMKRIHXSMRGVIEWIXLIREXMSR´W
emergency preparedness through the development
SJEREXMSREPRIX[SVOJSVVIEPXMQIHMWIEWIHIXIGXMSR
QSRMXSVMRKERHLIEPXLWMXYEXMSREPE[EVIRIWW´0MROMRK
XSKIXLIVHEXEJIIHWJVSQSZIVLSWTMXEPW MXMW
E QENSV WXIT F] XLI 97 MR HIXIGXMRK HMWIEWIW ERH
MW EPVIEH] WIIR³EW TEVX SJ XLI REXMSR´W SZIVEPP FMS
XIVVSVMWQERHIQIVKIRG]TVITEVIHRIWWWXVEXIK]´
One major technological advance is the spread of
(2%½RKIVTVMRXMRKFI]SRHGVMQI½KLXMRKMRXSXLI
XVEGOMRKERHHIXIGXMSRSJTSXIRXMEPP]LEVQJYPWXVEMRW
MR FEGXIVME TPERXW ERH ERMQEPW (2% ½RKIVTVMRXMRK
is, for example, now part of the screening process
JSV½WLGEXGLIWXSIRWYVIXLEXTSXIRXMEPP]HERKIVSYW
FEGXIVME PMOI E. coli EVI RSX TVIWIRX -X MW EPWS FIMRK
used to identify antibiotic-resistant strains to help
doctors either to select an antibiotic other than
the one to which the bacteria are resistant, or to
consider choosing alternative treatments.
Although less sophisticated than the systems being
VYRF]XLI'(' XLI;SVPH,IEPXL3VKERM^EXMSRE
HIGEHIEKSLEHEWMQMPEVEQFMXMSRJSVMXW-RXIKVEXIH

(MWIEWI7YVZIMPPERGI4VSKVEQQI[LMGLWXVIRKXLIRIH
disease surveillance capacity in over forty African
GSYRXVMIW 0SSOMRK ELIEH E QENSV GLEPPIRKI PMIW MR
creating a global bio-surveillance system that will
[SVO IUYEPP] [IPP EVSYRH XLI [SVPH %GGSVHMRK XS
[SVOWLSTTEVXMGMTERXW GSPPIGXMRKVIPMEFPIHEXEJVSQ
XLI½IPHERHGSRRIGXMRKXLIWSYVGIWMRERIJJIGXMZI
QERRIV MXWIPJ VIUYMVIW ³E WMKRM½GERX GLERKI MR XLI
GYVVIRXWYVZIMPPERGITEVEHMKQ´%HHSRXLIPIZIPWSJ
intelligence required to be built into and support
data mining of such a wide range of information and
XLI FEVVMIVW EVI GPIEV ³-RXIKVEXIH W]WXIQW XLEX YWI
new data systems, analysis, visualisation and modelling
EW[IPPEWHIGMWMSREREP]WMWXSSPWEVIGPIEVP]VIUYMVIH´
many of which are now in development.
At the same time, more open human-to-human
GSQQYRMGEXMSR MW EPWS E OI] MRKVIHMIRX JSV KPSFEP
bio-surveillance, and this is one aspect that is now
QSVISVPIWWWYJ½GMIRXP]EHZERGIHXSLEZIERMQTEGX
%W XLI 'LEXLEQ ,SYWI 'IRXVI SR +PSFEP ,IEPXL
7IGYVMX]TYXWMX³;MXLXLIEHZIRXSJXLIMRXIVRIXERH
the blogosphere, there have been radical changes in
XLI[E]WXLEXTYFPMGLIEPXLVMWOWEVIGSQQYRMGEXIH
F] ERH XS XLI TYFPMG8LIWI GLERKIW GER MR¾YIRGI
national and international health policies that are
designed to respond to threats to our collective
LIEPXL´ 2SRXVEHMXMSREPWSYVGIWSJLIEPXLHEXEWYGL
as news stories, unstructured real-time text messages
between healthcare professionals and animal health
reports can, if properly integrated, provide core
elements of an effective system.
0SSOMRK ELIEH XS  XLI EQFMXMSR SJ ER
MRXIVREXMSREP W]WXIQ XLEX PMROW XSKIXLIV VIPIZERX
sources of dispersed data from such sources as
hospitals, animal health centres, local monitoring of
water sources for biological agents and even remote
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monitoring of people and animals from space seems
XSFIMRGVIEWMRKP]VIEPMWEFPI-RXIVREXMSREPEKVIIQIRXW
legacy system integrations and open communication
of data are already in place. Once these are matched
up with the data analysis and visualisation software
already in use in other sectors, the anticipated
changes, it is argued, will occur. An increasing number
of healthcare experts can see just over the horizon
E JYXYVI [LIVI³EW WSSR EW ER SYXFVIEO SJ HMWIEWI
occurs, whether in humans or animals, it can be
VETMHP]XVEGOIHERHEREP]WIHWSXLEXXLIETTVSTVMEXI
VIWTSRWIW GER FI EGXMZEXIH´ ;MXL XLMW RSX SRP]
will we have faster early warning, detection and
situational awareness of threats to public health, but
we will also have the means to better plan for future
disease scenarios from multiple sources. Whether

As soon as an outbreak of disease
occurs, whether in humans or animals, it
can be rapidly tracked and analysed so
that the appropriate responses can be
activated.
VIWTSRHMRKXSIFSPE EZMER¾YSVFMSXIVVSVMWQ MXMW
ERXMGMTEXIHXLEX³PMROIHSZIVXERHGSZIVXWYVZIMPPERGI
will protect the populace – ideally as well in the
WSYXLIVR LIQMWTLIVI EW MW PMOIP] MR XLI 2SVXL´ -J
everything goes to plan, whether you live in New
=SVOSVXLI6MJX:EPPI]MQTVSZIHTYFPMGLIEPXL[MPPFI
underpinned by this type of global monitoring.
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